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Mission:
Mission Statement - What is our purpose? Our mission is to provide an excellent, equitable education in a safe, supportive environment so all students will 
succeed and contribute to a diverse and changing society. 

Vision:

Vision Statement - What does success look like? 

We envision each and every student achieving academic and life success by personalizing the learning process. 

Success looks like....

• Each and every student: Reach every student by working with each individual, one-by-one. 
• Academic Success: Improve achievement for all students, close the achievement gaps, and provide accelerated learning options. 
• Life Success: Prepare every student to contribute to society as a competent, confident, caring and curious citizen.
• Personalizing Learning: Provide flexible and adaptive options, pacing, and creative support. 

Goals:
1. Student Success: Increase academic achievement and social emotional well-being for all students. 
2. Equity and Inclusion: Provide equitable opportunities and an inclusive environment where all students and staff are respected and feel welcome, safe and 
supported. 
3. Communication and Engagement: Ensure students, staff, families and the community are informed, connected and engaged with the District. 
4. Workforce and Organizational Excellence: Create an environment that supports the strengths and needs of staff so they can create a safe climate where 
students thrive. 



Core Function: Curriculum
Effective Practice: Domain 1.0- There is evidence that the curriculum is aligned, implemented, reviewed, and used in conjunction with the Alaska 

Content Standards.
KEY 1.01 School staff implements the district approved, research-based 

curricula that are aligned with Alaska Content Standards.(323)
(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019 - Staff met August 13th in the Library Media Services 
department and planned out their year utilizing district standards, 
pacing guides, and reviewing resources.

April 2019 - Almost half of our certified staff was new to teaching for 
the 2018-19 school year.  While our curriculum is aligned with the AK 
Content Standards, our new teachers are not on pace with the topics as 
they familiarize themselves with the content and resources.  We have 
utilized our staff meetings, personalized professional development 
days, PLCs, book studies, teacher mentors, learning walks, and 
instructional tours to help accelerate the steep learning curve that 
comes with being a first-year teacher.  

Limited Development 
04/01/2019

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 2 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met: April 2019 - Since the majority of our teachers conduct instruction in 

two grade levels, it is not until the third year that they are able to 
repeat the curriculum. When fully met, teachers will be teaching all 
subject areas with accompanying artists/scientists on pace to complete 
the year, on a yearly rotating basis if looping with their class. Evidence 
will be collected in lesson plans, yearly plans, assessment data, and 
observation for Danielson Evaluations.

Objective Met
10/10/19

Tori Brannan 04/01/2021

Actions
4/1/19 Teachers will review the scope and sequence of thematic subject 

matters (social studies, science, art, etc.) and calendar them for the 
year.

Complete 08/13/2019 Ronda Schlumbohm 08/30/2019

Notes: Oct. 2019 - Staff met August 13th in the Library Media Services 
department and planned out their year utilizing district standards, 
pacing guides, and reviewing resources.

Implementation: 10/10/2019



Evidence 10/10/2019 Staff met August 13th in the Library Media Services 
department and planned out their year utilizing district standards, 
pacing guides, and reviewing resources available. Evidence is in their 
calendaring and our inservice agenda.

Experience 10/10/2019 This was return to a process we used to do and had the 
desired effects.  Teachers feel much more planned out and valuable 
had resources to start the year with.  They were excited for the first 
week of school, feeling prepared.

Sustainability 10/10/2019 We should provide time at the beginning of every year for 
teachers to calendar their subjects and order LMS and Art kits to align 
with their instruction.

1.05 School staff systematically use a review process to determine if the 
curricula address the learning needs of all students.(327)(SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: April 2019 - The school is highly responsive to student response to the 
curriculum. Data is collected through running records, Benchmark 
Assessment Systems, AimsWeb Plus, MAP, Lucy Calkins' Writing 
Pathways, enVision, Singapore Math, and other math formative and 
summative assessments as well as PEAKS data. Data is examined 
regularly by teachers individually, in PLCs and in collegial meetings with 
the staff. Adjustments in instruction are made quickly through targeted 
interventions, classroom groupings, adjustments to lesson plans, 
flexible placements, alternative core instruction for learning disabled or 
severely struggling students, and advanced instruction for ELP and high 
achieving students. Supplementation to district programs is 
accomplished through Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Reading, Writing, 
and Phonics, Singapore Math, Kahn Academy, Math in Practice, and 
Number Talks. A number of scientifically researched interventions are 
being utilized such as Leveled Literacy Intervention, Touch Math, Do 
The Math, Pinpoint Math, and Number Worlds.

Full Implementation 
10/28/2010



Core Function: Assessment
Effective Practice: Domain 2.0- There is evidence that assessment of student learning is frequent, systematic, and aligned with Alaska Content Standards.

KEY 2.03 School staff use universal screening assessments and routinely 
administer them multiple times a year in at least literacy and math.
(331)(KEY)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019 - One of our two teachers administering AIMSweb Plus 
participated in additional full-day training in generating and 
interpreting reports from the student data. With changes in personnel, 
Benchmarking in reading is progressing slower as additional staff learn 
how to correctly administer the assessment.  Teachers are using Lucy 
Calkins' Units of Study Writing as their writing measure 3-4 times per 
year.

April 2019, With two new to teaching classroom teachers this year, we 
focused on learning to administer the universal screens (MAP & 
AIMSweb Plus).  Both teachers are able to administer the assessments 
on their own and are becoming more familiar with integrating Lucy 
Calkins' Writing Pathways rubrics.  We meet for data team meetings 3-4 
times a year to review our assessment data.

Limited Development 
10/28/2010

Priority Score: 2 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met: Teachers will meet in PLCs to analyze the results from universal 

screenings, school-designed assessments and SBAs to make necessary 
changes in instruction and intervention.  Quarterly data team meetings 
lead to data-driven instruction and intervention remains a focus of our 
school staff.  We successfully implemented MAP, AIMSweb Plus, and 
Benchmark Assessment System assessments 3 times a year as well 
as site-based writing assessments using Writing Pathways rubrics. This 
is successfully accomplished in part through the support of our 
paraprofessionals and accompanying resources.

Tori Brannan 04/30/2020

Actions 0 of 2 (0%)
1/31/11 Administer Lucy Calkins' Units of Study Writing assessment to students 

3-4 time a year.
Ronda Schlumbohm 04/04/2020

Notes:

1/31/11 Analyze the data from Lucy Calkins' Units of Study Writing assessment. Ronda Schlumbohm 04/04/2020
Notes:



Implementation: 04/01/2019
Evidence 4/11/2018 

See March 2018 notes. 
Experience 4/11/2018 

See March 2018 notes.
Sustainability 4/11/2018 

See March 2018 notes



Core Function: Instruction
Effective Practice: Domain 3.0- There is evidence that research based, effective, and varied instructional strategies are used in all classrooms to meet the 

needs of each student.
KEY 3.02 School staff implement a coherent, documented plan throughout the 

school to ensure that all students receive core instruction and all low-
performing students receive additional support to help them meet or 
exceed the state content standards.(335)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019 - Schoolwide Learning Walk scheduled, with a math focus, for 
Oct. 17th.

April 2019 - Almost half of our certified staff was new to teaching for 
the 2018-19 school year. While our curriculum is aligned with the AK 
Content Standards, our new teachers are not on pace with the topics as 
they have required time to familiarize themselves with the content, 
resources, and learn the art of instruction.  All students do receive core 
instruction, though at different levels, as determined by the experience 
level of the teacher.  Our goal is for quality core instruction for all our 
students.  We have a high-quality intervention program in place to 
support our low performing students as well as an ELP program for 
enrichment.  

Limited Development 
04/01/2019

How it will look
when fully met: All classroom teachers will be teaching reading and writing utilizing 

Lucy Calkin's Units of Study and supplementing math instruction with 
Singapore Math.  Teachers will be using at least the minimum 
suggested minutes for subjects by the district, as detailed in their 
lesson plans, and providing instruction in the Power Standards in each 
subject, alternating every other year if looping with their class.  
Students needing intervention and/or enrichment, as determined 
through universal screening, assessments, and data team meetings, will 
begin intervention by the second week of school in the fall, based on 
last springs data.  Progress monitoring and data team meetings will be 
utilized to determine growth.

Tori Brannan 04/01/2021

Actions 0 of 1 (0%)
4/1/19 Staff will participate in Learning Walks and/or Instructional Tours in 

order to improve instruction in core subjects.
Tori Brannan 04/04/2020

Notes: Focus on Lucy Calkins and Singapore Math.  Oct. 17th Learning Walk 
scheduled with a math focus.



KEY 3.03 School staff use research-based instructional practices, programs and 
materials.(337)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019 - Singapore Math is now being implemented school-wide.

April 2019 Lucy Calkins and Jennifer Serravallo continue to guide our 
instruction in reading, phonics, and writing.  In addition, we have 
supplemented our math instruction with Singapore Math materials and 
even began piloting it on a voluntary basis in classrooms.  Our vertical 
PLC includes training on STEM project integration and a book study this 
year in "Subject Matters" by Harvey Daniels and Steven Zemelman.  
With half of our general education teachers being new to the teaching 
profession, this is an area in development for us.  Through personalized 
PD, teachers have been able to attend training for their needs and 
ability levels including first and second year Kagan Cooperative 
Learning, CHAMPS and Classroom Management, and Tough Kids.

Limited Development 
09/10/2014

How it will look
when fully met: When fully implemented, certified staff will be proficient in using the 

programs and resources listed below in the "Actions" section.  Lucy 
Calkins' Units of Study, STEAM, Singapore Math, and Project-based 
learning will be conducted fluently in classrooms with the assistance of 
continued professional development and mentoring.  

Tori Brannan 04/02/2020

Actions 0 of 3 (0%)
5/9/16 The staff will continue its implementation of best reading and writing 

practices using resources for Lucy Calkins Units of Study for Reading 
and Writing and Jennifer Serravallo's the Reading Strategies and Writing 
Strategies Book. New staff will be mentored and supported in its 
practice.

Ronda Schlumbohm 03/31/2020

Notes: April 2019 - Half of our Gen. Ed teachers are new to teaching this year.  
One does have experience in Units of Study for Reading, the other did 
not have any experience with Lucy Calkins materials.  We have provided 
subs for learning walks and mentoring time in this area and it continues 
to be an area for growth.

March 2018  Though this has been implemented the past two years.  
We anticipate a 50% turn over in classroom teacher next year and 
forsee the continued need for mentoring in this area.

4/1/18 The staff will study and implement effective integrated project-based 
STEAM lessons.

Tori Brannan 03/31/2020



Notes: April 2019 - 100% participation in the school science fair, 17 projects 
sent to district.  Project-based STEAM enhanced with GLOBE training 
and participation through training teachers in the protocols for 
collaborative work with UAF and NASA.  

March 2018 Using NTSA and other project/STEAM based materials we 
are committed to raising our 4th grade state assessment scores in 
science while still engaging the student and maintaining a focus on 
literacy.

4/1/18 Singapore Math will be implemented and supported school-wide at 
individual grade levels in order to build the knowledge base needed to 
continue the scope and sequence the following year.

Tori Brannan 03/31/2020

Notes:

KEY 3.04 School staff consistently, and regularly measure the effectiveness of 
instruction using data from a variety of formative assessments.(340)
(KEY)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 - AIMSweb Plus, Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), and 
Fountas and Pinnell's Benchmark Assessment System all on conducted 
three times a year with accompanying data team meetings following 
the assessments.  Lucy Calkins Units of Study rubrics are utilized and 
progress monitoring takes place in reading interventions through 
running records.  Total participation techniques and exit tickets are 
used for quick formative assessments meant to guide instruction in all 
subject areas.

Full Implementation 
04/05/2019



Core Function: Supportive Learning Environment
Effective Practice: Domain 4.0- There is evidence that school culture and climate provide a safe, orderly environment conducive to learning.

4.01 School staff use effective classroom management strategies that 
maximize instructional time in all classrooms.(342)(SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 - The principal, one classroom teacher, one SpEd teacher, 
and the Behavior Intervention Aide have attended Safe & Civil Schools: 
CHAMPS and Classroom Management training and formed a PBIS team 
within the school offering peer mentoring and support.  Common 
areas, classrooms, activities, and even the bus have been CHAMPed: we 
use universal signals for attention, post guidelines and expectations 
which are reviewed frequently.   We have also trained staff and 
students in the SEL technique, The Zones of Regulation.  While our 
number of Discipline Referrals and suspensions may have increased 
(due to a change in SpEd category and better data recording), our 
overall classroom management and instructional time have increased.  
Classroom aides and tutors are efficiently and effectively scheduled 
with frequent adjustments as necessary.

Limited Development 
11/19/2010

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met:

All school staff will implement, school-wide, research-based effective 
classroom strategies to help maximize instructional time throughout 
the school. CHAMPS, Kagan strategies, differentiated instruction, 
personalized learning, and Love and Logic techniques will be used.

Objective Met
04/05/19

Shelly Curtis 03/25/2019

Actions
10/2/14 Staff will participate in the development and implementation of 

classroom behavior expectations utilizing CHAMPS, explicit instruction, 
and Love and Logic techniques.

Complete 04/04/2019 Tori Brannan 03/25/2019

Notes: Oct. 2018,  Staff development continues in CHAMPS techniques.  Staff 
have successfully implemented the use of Voice Levels, a Universal 
Signal, and the CHAMPS Classroom Management Plan.

Implementation: 04/05/2019
Evidence 4/5/2019 

Classroom expectations and guidelines are posted in every classroom.  
Common areas, classrooms, activities, have been CHAMP'ed with 
explicit instruction.  Overall instructional time in the classroom has 
increased.



Experience 4/5/2019 
April 2019  Even though we have half of our Gen. Ed. staff new to 
teaching, they have exceptional classroom management skills that we 
have been able to build upon through peer mentoring in CHAMPS, Love 
& Logic, The Zones of Regulation, and Total Participation Techniques.

Sustainability 4/5/2019 
April 2019 - Yearly Classroom Management plan through CHAMPS, 
continued peer mentoring, and SST meetings with teachers, Counselor, 
BIA as needed.

4.02 School staff create and implement schoolwide operational procedures 
that minimize disruptions to instructional time.(343)(SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment: April 2019 - The school PBIS Team have received training in 
CHAMPS, Classroom Management, and Tough Kids.  School staff been 
trained in CHAMPS and received peer mentoring in 
Classroom Management and Tough Kids.  All teachers have 
implemented a Universal Signal, Voice Levels, and Classroom 
Management Plan to minimize disruptions to learning. Common areas 
and activities have been organized and expectations taught through the 
CHAMPS format. CHAMPS guidelines have been developed for 
bathrooms, fire drills, riding the bus, school hikes, inside recess, and 
classrooms. CHAMPS guidelines are in development for entering and 
exiting the building, lining up for lunch/breakfast, Morning Meeting in 
the gym, and after-school activities. Daily all-school morning meetings 
reinforce core behavioral beliefs and school guidelines. Staff presents a 
unified position of positive expectations for students as discussed at 
staff meetings. 

Full Implementation 
09/26/2013



KEY 4.03 School staff communicate school-wide behavior expectations that are 
understood and achieved by students, and staff provide positive 
behavioral supports.(344)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019 - Growth Mindset is a focus for this year for both staff and 
students.  Certified staff are participating in a book study during PLC of 
The Growth Mindset Coach.  Classified instructional staff have also 
received a copy.  CHAMPS Classroom Management and Discipline plans 
have been developed by each teacher and the PBIS team is actively 
mentoring staff members using teachable moments.  Staff will also be 
filming themselves to collect data on their ROI's (Ratios Of Interactions) 
in class.  The school principal will attend the CASEL conference in Oct. 
2019 for Social Emotional Learning.

April 2019 We are close to Full Implementation in this area through the 
help of the Project 360 grant.  Staff are knowledgeable and fluently use 
universal signals, refer to voice levels, have developed and posted 
guidelines, rules, expectations, and CHAMPS protocols, in all rooms and 
common areas/activities.  Staff and students have also been trained 
and use the common vocabulary of The Zones of Regulation.  A PBIS 
team made up of both certified and classified staff received further 
training in classroom management and Tough Kids while also 
conducting peer coaching often in impromptu situations.  All teachers 
completed a Classroom Management Plan at the beginning of the year 
and we held a CHAMPS Family Game Night to introduce our families to 
our CHAMPS system in the fall.  Staff have also been introduced to the 
Calm Classroom Curriculum as well as ACEs and Tapping.

Limited Development 
09/30/2015

How it will look
when fully met:

Staff will utilize the CHAMPS system in school-wide expectations such 
as behavior in the hallway, assemblies, bathrooms, lunch lines, recess, 
bus conduct, etc. and begin to utilize it consistently in their classrooms.  
Staff will be trained in how to implement CHAMPS through Coaching 
Classroom Management in their classrooms and small groups by a Safe 
and Civil Schools CHAMPS trainer.  Staff will also use and encourage 
students to use growth mindset and other Social Emotional Learning 
techniques.

Tori Brannan 05/18/2020

Actions 0 of 2 (0%)
4/1/18 Staff will receive training and support throughout the school year in 

developing their classroom management and CHAMPS protocols with a 
Safe and Civil Schools Trainer in CHAMPS and Coaching Classroom 
Management.

Tori Brannan 04/13/2020



Notes: Oct. 2018  Principal Tori Brannan attended TOT for Coaching Classroom 
Management in July of 2018.  Staff have received training in CHAMPS 
techniques and implemented a Classroom Management Plan in their 
classrooms along with a Universal Signal, and Voice Levels.

March 2018 Principal Tori Brannan will use principal professional 
development funds to receive the Coaching Classroom Management 
training in Portland, OR this summer since she was unable to attend in 
Oct. 2017.

10/10/19 Certified staff will participate in a Book Study of The Growth Mindset 
Coach during PLC, teaching the lesson to the class and integrating 
growth mindset techniques in their classroom

Tori Brannan 04/30/2020

Notes:



KEY 4.05 School staff provide extended learning opportunities, and students in 
need of additional support regularly participate.(346)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 We continue to feel we have Fully Implemented this 
objective.  We have creatively increased our student opportunities 
through grants for art excursions to theater productions, bringing in 
artists in residence, and funding a half day preschool on site.  After 
school activities include running club, drama club, artist trading card 
club, and science fair work nights (results of which help us reach our 
goal of 100% participation in the school science fair).  In school 
activities have included spelling bee, and student council.  Intensive 
intervention in both pull out and push in models continues through the 
use of tutors and we are delving deep into project and place-based 
personalized learning in collaboration with the Tanana Valley 
Watershed Association, University of Alaska Fairbanks, and NASA.

March 2018 We feel we are at a 3 in this objective.  A decrease in Title I 
funding has not allowed us to host the Summer Science Camp for a 
couple years now, but plans are being made to reinstate Summer 
Science Camp the summer of 2019 (funding dependent).  We have, 
however, continued to offer "Breakfast Club" for students needing 
morning assistance with their homework before school starts and 
continued hosting Science Work Nights to assist families with science 
fair project completion.  Intensive intervention in both pull out and 
push in models continues through the use of tutors and we are delving 
deep into project and place-based personalized learning.

Limited Development 
12/02/2010

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met:

Extended learning opportunities are made available to the students in 
need of additional support through personalized learning, targeted 
intervention, project/placed-based learning, and enrichment 
opportunities in all tested and many non-tested areas. All eligible 
students are encouraged to participate. 

Objective Met
05/14/19

Tori Brannan 05/18/2018

Actions
5/5/14 To the best of its budgetary ability, Salcha Elementary School will offer 

at least one week of summer enrichment camp experience to enhance 
reading, writing and reasoning ability through science and the arts.

Complete 06/19/2015 Tori Brannan 06/30/2014



Notes: There is extensive research discussing summer learning loss for children 
who are in lower SES groups. In a Johns Hopkins study in 2001, the 
evidence was clear that children from poverty come to school with 
fewer skills, make good gains during the year along with their higher 
SES peers, but then remain flat or decline over the summer, while the 
higher SES children are gaining. This has been attributed to more 
enriching activities available to children in better neighborhoods, and 
more financially and educationally well off families. The study 
highlighted the need to intervene with the lower SES children through 
the potential of summer learning. But, "summer programs for 
disadvantaged children should supplement academics with a heavy 
dose of physical activity and enrichment experiences. Such an 
expanded agenda is important for another reason: to make summer 
school fun. . .To realize their potential, summer programs should be 
engaging and non-punitive."

11/1/14  The Salcha Title I Summer Science Camp has continued with at 
least one week of camp each summer since its inception.  The spring 
Title I budget looked like funding would not be available for the 2015 
summer sessions, but additional funds made available the fall of 2014 
allowed us to place 1 week of the program back into effect for 2015.

9/30/15  The Sumer Science Camp was held for 1 week last summer 
with great success.  At this time there is no Title I funding to support 
the program.  Other methods and options are being pursued as we see 
the value and rich results for the program.

10/2/14 Encouragement for students and families participating in the Interior 
Alaska Science Fair is supported through 2-3 times per week, evening 
help sessions for the month prior to the event.

Complete 03/25/2016 Ronda Schlumbohm 03/27/2015

Notes: This task has been reoccurring annually at Salcha Elementary School 
since 2011 and intermittently prior to that time.

11/1/14  Days are already scheduled for science night help sessions a 
month prior to the 2015 school level science fair.  Participation has 
been strong and the quality and participation has improved with Salcha 
Elementary becoming known as a 'science school'.

9/30/15  Our plan is to continue with Science Nights but under new 
direction.  5/9/16 Science Nights and Title I Science Fair Kick Off were a 
success with only 2 students not participating in the school science fair.  
Oversight was conducted by two certified teachers.



5/9/16 Development and consistent participation in personalized learning 
intervention and enrichment opportunities such as Breakfast Club 
(homework help), science nights, and after school and weekend and 
summer enrichment programs.

Complete 04/01/2018 Tori Brannan 12/15/2017

Notes: 5/24/17  Breakfast club continued this year through the assistance of a 
certified and a classified staff member.  We have found this to be more 
effective than after school, where transportation is an issue, and can 
begin as soon as the student exits the bus and through the morning 
meeting the gym. The Title I Family Science Night and Science Fair Work 
Nights, provide additional support to families and students in 
understanding the scientific process through the assistance of staff and 
resources.

Implementation: 05/14/2019
Evidence 9/26/2012

All students who needed after school homework help and whose 
parents agreed it was needed, received after school help.

10/22/2013 
The school offers three times a week homework helpers in all academic 
areas, lunch homework tutoring every school day, summer science 
camp that integrates all academic areas and science enrichment 
evenings to support the Interior Alaska Science Fair program. These 
activities allow students in need to utilize additional support.

March 2018 The homework help session, "Breakfast Club" has become 
institutionalized within our school culture as well the importance of our 
school science fair and the work nights we offer in striving for 100%, 
participation which we most often achieve.  We also have a high ratio 
of quality science fair projects that receive 1st place honors at the 
Interior Alaska Science Fair competition.  Our intervention work with 
our students is evidenced by our increase in Benchmark Assessment 
System data, MAP data, and AIMSweb Plus progress monitoring data.



Experience 9/26/2012
The school only had one student who could not make after school help 
because of transportation. The school worked with the parent to solve 
the problem.

10/22/2013 
Not all students in need are able to participate in extended learning 
opportunities after school.  This required the staff to create additional 
opportunities to reach all students.  Lunch tutoring is available to all 
students and monitored by staff.

March 2018 We had 100% participation in the school science fair this 
year and most every year. Parents appreciate the science fair work 
night for the support and resources.  The "Breakfast Club" homework 
time seems to work better for our most needy students since 
transportation after school is not required.  

Sustainability 9/26/2012
The school will continue to need to be mindful of finding rides for all of 
our students. We have accepted that some parents do not wish to have 
their children participate in after school help. Their children are offered 
the opportunity and staff is hired to assist students, but if parents 
decline, we stop pursuing the opportunity.

10/22/2013 
The school offers three times a week homework helpers in all academic 
areas, lunch homework tutoring every school day, summer science 
camp that integrates all academic areas and science enrichment 
evenings to support the Interior Alaska Science Fair program.

March 2018 We will need to make Science Fair Work Nights a priority 
for our families 3rd quarter.  We will also need to keep at least one staff 
member available between 8:45-9:15 for the homework help session, 
"Breakfast Club".  Summer Science Camp will take place as funding is 
available.

KEY 4.06 School and classroom environments reflect respect for all students 
and cultures, and they reflect an understanding of the cultural values 
of the students and community.(347)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
Oct. 2019  We have a Title I Family "Night at the Museum" planned for 
hands on local culture and history activities Oct. 15th.  

April 2019  With our 50% of our Gen. Ed. teachers new teaching and 
Salcha, we are working hard to familiarize and immerse them in the 
Salcha culture of subsistence hunting, gathering, growing, mushing, as 
well as the independent, conservative nature of the community.  When 
grants and creative funding is not available to take our students out to 
cultural events and field trips, we look for ways to bring the field trips 
and culture to us.  Examples this year include AK State Council on the 
Arts Excursion Grants to see performances of The Nutcracker and The 
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe; visits to the Tanana Railroad 
Museum and to see student artwork at the Bear Gallery in Pioneer 
Park; touring the Fairbanks Community Food Bank, UAF and the 
Museum of the North; hosting the UAF Summer Fine Arts Concert; and 
participating in science activities through One Tree and our local 
Piledriver Slough study.  We also brought in an Artist in Residence for 
Shadow Puppetry who was able to link language, reading, writing, 
storytelling, social studies, and science to art. Each morning she would 
take us to a different part of the world to learn their history and 
storytelling through shadow puppetry.  We weave our Alaskan Native 
knowledge throughout the school year with presentations on Inupiat 
whaling, schoolwide competition in NYO, visits from The Alaska Room, 
Athabaskan dance and drum making, and our project-based learning.

Limited Development 
11/19/2010



Priority Score: 2 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met: Through mentoring and immersion, new staff members are successfully 

integrating into our school and community culture as demonstrated by 
their desire to remain in teaching positions at Salcha as determined by 
budget and contract parameters. Parents will feel their cultural 
background is respected through its reflection in school events and 
students will be introduced to new cultures and learning.  An 
informative video describing our school culture, using information from 
our National Title I Distinguished School application, will be made 
available to the school staff and public.  Teachers and other school staff 
members are integrating the board adopted Alaska cultural standards 
into their curricula in order to be culturally responsive to the students 
who attend the school. This will be evident in teacher lesson plans and 
the classroom and school culture.

Ronda Schlumbohm 04/04/2020

Actions 0 of 3 (0%)
10/5/16 New staff members will be immersed in Salcha community and school 

culture.
Tori Brannan 04/04/2020

Notes: April 2019  WIth 50% of our Gen. Ed. teachers new to the area and to 
teaching, we are revisiting this goal in order to bring us back up to the 
level we were at previously.

May 2017  Through mentoring and immersion, new staff members are 
successfully integrating into our school and community culture as 
demonstrated by their desire to remain in teaching positions at Salcha 
as determined by budget and contract parameters.

Oct. 2016  An informative video describing our school culture has been 
developed, using information from our National Title I Distinguished 
School application, and shown to staff and the school board. It will be 
made available to the public and posted on our website.

10/8/15  We have begun sharing the 10 page application submitted for 
the National Title I Distinguished School honor last year as an 
introduction to new staff to the Salcha School community, it's core 
values, and culture.  It has been well received and generated good 
dialog and insight, helping to unify the staff.  We discussed and 
provided the Alaska Cultural Standards for Educators at our staff 
meeting and have it available in Canvas.



5/9/16 Participate in field trips to culturally enriched events or invite 
demonstrations of various cultures to our school.  Continue with place-
based learning and advocacy in our own location.

Tori Brannan 04/04/2020

Notes: Oct. 15, 2019  Salcha Museum Family Night

April 2016  Local arts, Morris Thompson Cultural Center, Dance groups, 
Salchaket Indian grave sites preservation, summer fine arts 
performance hosting.

10/5/16 Each year instructional staff will review standards and expectations to 
ensure awareness of the Alaska Cultural Standards. 

Tori Brannan 10/11/2020

Notes: Review will take place in either PLC or staff meeting.  Evidence will 
include meeting agendas, inclusion of activities in lesson plans and field 
trips/special events.

Implementation: 04/01/2018
Evidence 4/1/2018 New teachers have been immersed into the Salcha culture so 

much so that they are remaining.  We continue to find inventive ways 
to send our students on field trips to art galleries, museums, and the 
performing arts, while also bringing field trip opportunities to our 
school.  This includes, The Bear Art Gallery, Pioneer Aviation Museum, 
Pioneer Museum, Museum of the North at UAF, UAF Summer Fine Arts 
Concert, The Alaska Room, Paava Native Dancers, Artists in Residence, 
Family History and Geography nights, Alaska Athabaskan dance and 
drum making, Native Youth Olympics, etc.

Experience 4/1/2018 As a small rural school with shared buses between the Eielson 
schools, we have often found it easiest to bring field trips to us. We 
continue with this tactic while seeking funding and opportunities for 
our children to experience cultural events in Fairbanks.  

Sustainability 4/1/2018 This next year we anticipated 50% turn over rate next year in 
certified classroom staff there will be a need to educate our new 
arrivals in the Salcha School and Community culture.  There will also 
continue to be a focus on integrating the AK Cultural Standards, which 
should fit nicely within our place and project-based learning.



KEY 4.07 School staff communicate effectively with parents about learning 
expectations, student progress, and reinforcing learning at home; 
staff implement effective strategies to increase parent engagement.
(348)(KEY)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019  We consider this objective fully met.  Weekly 
communications home have become institutionalized.  We hold family 
nights to assist with academic learning regularly, distribute grade-
specific parent guides to the curriculum to every family at Open House 
and in the spring and have incorporated a social media and digital 
device friendly weekly school newsletter and event announcement 
system.  The school communicates through the Monday Packet which is 
sent home at the beginning of every week, a well-developed parent 
handbook, Blackboard Connect for automated voice messages, texting, 
and email to groups or all the parents, school website, Title I parent and 
family meetings, Salcha Parent Teacher Group monthly meetings, and 
the FSD App is used for smartphone messages. Individual teachers 
communicate through phone calls, classroom newsletters, blogs, email, 
home visits, web pages, and notes home to communicate with parents. 
Parent communicate to the school and its staff via notes, phone 
conversations and messages, emails, personal visits, survey 
participation, comments on parent involvement notices and anchor 
charts, and parent/teacher conferences.

Limited Development 
10/27/2016

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met:

Parents will receive information from teachers and the school in a 
timely manner through a variety of mediums. Parents will have various 
methods to have a two-way conversation with their student's teacher 
and the school.

Objective Met
10/18/18

Shelly Curtis 05/25/2018

Actions
5/24/17 Teachers will communicate with parents concerning their child's 

instruction and routines at least once a week through a format of their 
choice.

Complete 10/18/2018 Tori Brannan 05/25/2018

Notes: March 2018 We are close but still have a class or two that do not 
communicate weekly.

May 2017 May use newsletter, blog, Remind 101, website, etc.
5/24/17 Parent engagement will be developed around the questions, "Is this for 

parents or for students?" and "What are the parents doing during the 
activity?"

Complete 04/01/2018 Maria  Baker 05/25/2018



Notes: March 2018  We have used these questions to drive our Title I Family 
Event Planning for the year with great success and more parent 
involvement.

May 2017  Questions to be used for TItle I Family Event Planning.
Implementation: 10/18/2018

Evidence 10/18/2018  All classroom teachers have developed a method of weekly 
communication as evidenced by newsletters, web page updates, 
messages, etc.

Experience 10/18/2018  We waited to determine this objective had been fully met 
until our new teachers had developed a system of weekly 
communication they could sustain.

Sustainability 10/18/2018  Continued support and expectation that communication 
happens weekly.  Opportunities to learn new digital formats for 
communication such as Remind, Smore, and teacher web pages on our 
district site.

KEY 4.08 School priorities, goals, plans, and events are collaboratively 
developed by school staff members, parents, students, and 
community members, and these plans are communicated to all 
stakeholders by school staff.(349)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019  Salcha School has formal and informal structures in place to 
collect ideas and collaborate with staff, students, parents, and 
community members on our Strategic Plan, Needs Assessment, Title I 
priorities based on our budget, family night events, and future goals for 
our school.  This is evidenced in our in-depth analysis of our school 
moving to K-8 based on community input and discussion and then 
ultimately deciding to wait on moving forward.  Through the continued 
use of our student-parent compacts, parent surveys, Title I budget 
Thinking Maps at Family Nights, and communication through our 
various physical and digital means, we will be able to continue 
sustaining our collaboration at this level. 

Full Implementation 
04/01/2018

Core Function: Professional Development
Effective Practice: Domain 5.0- There is evidence that professional development is based on data and reflects the needs of students, schools, and the 

district.
KEY 5.01 School staff use multiple sources of student assessment data as a 

primary factor in determining professional development priorities.
(350)(KEY,SWP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019  Utilizing our student assessment data to develop our Needs 
Assessment, Strategic Plan, and STEPP Plan, therefore driving our 
Professional Development, has become institutionalized in our school.  
Behavior and attendance data has driven social/emotional and 
classroom management personalized professional development 
through Kagan, Calm Classroom, CHAMPS, Tough Kids, The Zones of 
Regulations, and others.  Academic data has driven professional 
development in reading and writing: Lucy Calkins, Jennifer Serravallo, 
Text Dependent Analysis, Subject Matters book study, Leveled Literacy 
Intervention (LLI) ; Math: Number Talks, Singapore Math pilot and 
supplementations, Math Stackers intervention pilot; Science: Global 
Learning and Observation to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE), Civil Air 
Patrol STEM resources, and National Science and Technology 
Association (NSTA) STREAM Resources. 

Full Implementation 
04/06/2019

KEY 5.03 School staff embed professional development into daily routines and 
practices.(353)(KEY)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019  At Salcha School we feel we are a 3+, having weekly verticle 
(schoolwide) PLCs in which we use agreed-upon norms, a meeting 
template, facilitators, timekeepers, process managers, note keepers 
and dialogue/discussion protocols.  Hour-long PLCs include research-
based book and article studies, guest subject speakers, curriculum 
mapping, data team discussions, administrative regulation review, 
intervention and enrichment planning, parent engagement planning, 
peer review and coaching, problem-solving, piloting new materials, and 
reporting back on progress.  Attendance is taken and the instructional 
classified staff is invited to participate.  Learning walks, instructional 
tours and sub time is also offered to allow mentor and new teachers to 
observe each other's instructional practices.

Full Implementation 
04/01/2018

Core Function: Leadership
Effective Practice: Domain 6.0- There is evidence that school administrative leaders focus on improving student achievement.

6.01 Instructional leader uses a team approach to facilitate the 
implementation of a continuous school improvement planning 
process that includes assessing, planning and monitoring.(357)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019 Staff, parent, and community input is constantly sought, 
both formally and informally, to improve our school.  This is done 
through Salcha Parent Teacher Group (SPTG) meetings each month, 
weekly PLCs, bi-monthly staff meetings, Thinking Maps input during 
Family Nights and Parent Meetings, review of our school strategic plan, 
data review and collaboration in developing our needs assessment, 
districtwide Title I team meetings, The core STEPP Team model is still in 
place.  The STEPP Team consisting of the administrator, a certified 
teacher, a classified employee, and two parents, are an active 
representation of our stakeholders and are very involved in the 
planning process.  The STEPP Plan and the school's Strategic Plan are 
compared and aligned.

Full Implementation 
12/09/2010

6.02  Instructional leader(s) regularly assist teachers in understanding the 
data from various student assessments to improve instruction.(359)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 District and site training continue in PEAKS, MAP, AIMSweb 
Plus with progress monitoring, and leading data team meetings.  
Additional data discussion includes Benchmark Assessment System 
(Fountas and Pinnell reading), Lucy Caulkins Writing Pathways, enVision 
Math, Singapore Math, Khan Academy, Prodigy, and Typing Agent.  
School-wide data team meetings are held a minimum of 4-6 times per 
year during a verticle PLC and follow district data protocols.  Additional 
staff members attend district training (MAP, PEAKS, Smarty Ants) as the 
opportunity arises. We consider objective to be at Full Implementation.

Full Implementation 
12/09/2010

6.05 Instructional leader(s) conduct formal and informal observations and 
provide timely feedback to staff members about their instructional 
practices.(363)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019 The instructional leader successfully recertified in the 
Danielson Observer training in the Spring of 2017 and recalibrated in 
the Spring of 2018.  Formal and informal observations are conducted 
per administrative protocol and using the Danielson format.  My 
Learning Plan is utilized to systematically gather observations and 
evidence and allow access to the teacher. Walkthroughs are also 
conducted at a variety of times to further observe the daily tone and 
instruction in the classroom. Doors are often open to classrooms, 
inviting observers in, and Learning Walks and Instructional Tours are 
encouraged.  The administrator often stays late after school to allow for 
voluntary dialogue and discussion with teachers who approach the 
administrator seeking guidance.

Full Implementation 
12/09/2010

6.06 Instructional leader(s) consistently build productive, respectful 
relationships with parents and community members regarding school 
programs and school improvement efforts.(364)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 The current school leader has built productive, respectful 
relationships with the parents and community members to result in 
being hired 4 separate times for the administrative position at Salcha 
School when its title or budgets have changed.  This includes Interim 
Principal - Head Teacher - Interim Principal and this year the official 
Principal.  The parents and community know that our instructional 
leader is vested in the school and its families because she has proven it 
over the past five years.  The school leader grew up, went to school, 
sent her children to school, and resides in the community she serves 
allowing her to have historical knowledge and longstanding positive 
relationship with its stakeholders.  While it means always wearing a 
"school hat" it allows for productive conversations anywhere.

Full Implementation 
12/09/2010

6.08 Instructional leader regularly analyzes assessment and other data, 
and uses the results in planning for the improved achievement of all 
students.(358)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019 The instructional leader is highly trained in analyzing data, 
having been scientifically published and having been an RTI Coordinator 
for the district.  This is her 5th year in an administrator role and 11th 
year as a certified employee at Salcha School.  This allows for not only 
in-depth yearly study of data but a longitudinal study as well, helping us 
to maintain our Full Implementation (3).  District data protocols are 
utilized.  Academic, behavioral, social/emotional, and attendance data 
are all reviewed and then brought to the staff in an open, data-
led discussion in PLCs and staff meetings a minimum of 3 times a year, 
but often informally on a monthly basis. Parents review the data during 
the Title I Parent Meeting, on the school website, and through the 
school newsletter.  Shared leadership is modeled when additional staff 
members have attended training and can facilitate a specific data 
discussion.  Staff input is always valued.  The data reviewed is then used 
to drive professional development and our Needs Assessment.

Full Implementation 
11/09/2011

Core Function: Title Programs
Effective Practice: Domain 8.0

8.04 This school assists preschool children in the transition from early 
childhood programs, such as Head Start, Even Start or any other 
preschool program, to local elementary school programs.(2117)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019 As a recipient of the Alaska Pre-Elementary Grant, we piloted 
half day Pre-K for next year's incoming Kindergarteners during most of 
the second semester.  This formed a Pre-K/K classroom in the 
afternoons where our Pre-Ks were integrated into our K instruction and 
specials while receiving portions of the KJS (Kindergarten Jump Start) 
program.  Through this grant, we have been able to reach out to 
targeted families and provide an early school experience to children in 
a rural area with no organized preschools and invite incoming 4 and 5 
year olds to school and provide home/school connection backpacks 
with early learning activities to the following year's 3 and 4 year olds.  
We continue to invite preschoolers and their families to Family Nights, 
assemblies, Pile Driver Slough studies, and to utilize the library.

March 2018 A half-day preschool program was researched for the 
second half of this school year but was not implemented due to the K/1
 classroom already being at its Pupil/Teacher Ratio (PTR) threshold.  It 
was determined the added strain it would put on the class and teacher 
would not be conducive to a good instructional environment.  We will 
look at a possible implementation of the program next year once we 
know our K/1 class size.  Preschool students and families continue to be 
invited to Family Nights, assemblies, Pile Driver Slough Studies, Summer 
Science Camp, and to utilize the library. Kindergarten Round-up, where 
preschoolers spend part of the day participating in school activities in 
preparation for entering school the next year and parents are taught 
important early literacy skills through activities they can do with their 
child, continues but with the addition of a Parent Engagement 
Coordinator who is trained in Kindergarten Jump Start (KJS).  KJS was 
further adapted to a (K/1) Jumpstart program for the first 25 days of 
school to help bring our preschoolers with less exposure, quickly up to 
speed.  

Full Implementation 
10/25/2011

8.05 Federal, State, and local service programs are integrated and 
coordinated.(2118)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
April 2019 Salcha School continues to work closely with the FNSBSD 
Federal Programs office to adhere to Federal, State, and district 
regulations.  We have also increased the number of local business 
partnerships (Partners in Education) from 1 (Salcha Fire & Rescue) to 7 
(Lanser Builders, Rolling Stone Gravel & Excavation Inc., Salcha Store & 
Service, North Pole Peonies, Salcha Ski Club, Masons Lodge #12) while 
still maintaining close relationships with other agencies and schools 
(Tanana Valley Watershed Association, University of Alaska Fairbanks, 
NASA, Delta Jct. Elementary).  Our students and staff volunteer at the 
Fairbanks Community Food Bank as well as other service project and 
fundraising for local programs and charities.

Full Implementation 
10/25/2011

! 8.06 All instructional paraprofessionals will meet minimum qualifications.
(2119)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
October 2019  All instructional paraprofessional staff have met 
minimum qualifications.  We have two Temp positions unfilled at this 
time but that will also require minimum qualifications.

Limited Development 
10/25/2011

Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met: All instructional paraprofessionals will have the minimum requirements 

for the position as determined by ESSA, Title I, and the FNSBSD Human 
Resources Department.

Tori Brannan 08/17/2019

Actions 0 of 1 (0%)
4/6/19 Our Temp Aides will meet minimum qualifications either through 

college credit hours or completion of the Para Pro test.
Tori Brannan 12/17/2019



Notes:

Implementation: 04/11/2018
Evidence 4/11/2018 March 2018: In all other areas, all our staff meet minimum 

expectations including praprofessionals. Since the workding has 
changed in this objective form "All core content teachers and 
instructional paraprofessionals meet the definition of Highly Qualified" 
to "All instructional paraprofessionals will meet minimum 
qualifications" I guess that makes us Fully Implemented (3). 

Experience 4/11/2018 March 2018:  A new hire in our SpEd Resource/IR room 
places us in the same situation as previously noted. 

Sustainability 4/11/2018 
March 2018: Our new teacher will be taking the required ELP classes 
this summer to receive her ELP Endorsement.  In all other areas, all our 
staff meet minimum expectations including paraprofessionals.

5/24/2017
Updates from Human Resources regarding the staff members 
certification and status. Information on definition of "highly qualified" 
as defined by ESSA and the State of Alaska.

8.07 The school will have strategies to attract and retain effective teachers.
(2120)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019  We find having veteran teachers on the hiring committee as 
well as encouraging mentoring, instructional tours/observations, and 
engaged attendance at PLCs to greatly support the retention of our 
teachers.  We have found teachers coming in from the village are more 
familiar with multi-grade classrooms and our myriad of responsibilities.  
We try to assist teachers with gaining knowledge of the area and 
events, finding housing locally, and immersing them into the culture of 
Salcha.  We have also used an 8 min. school spotlight video shown at a 
school board meeting last year as well as our National Title I 
Distinguished School application from 2014 to attract teachers to our 
school.

Full Implementation 
10/25/2011

Core Function: Title Programs
Effective Practice: Parent Involvement (Title I)

8.10 The school's Parent Involvement Policy provides specific training 
activities and decision-making opportunities for parents for the 



planning, implementation, and evaluation of the Parent Involvement 
Policy, compacts, and school plans.(2123)(FEP)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
April 2019 Weekly contact with families is accomplished through the 
use of BlackBoard Connect and the Smore program which allows links 
and graphics to be easily sent to digital devices of all types.  Through 
the use of this method we have been able to keep families apprised of 
Open House, Title I Parent Meeting surveys, Title I Parent Meetings, 
Salcha Parent Teacher Group meetings, volunteer training and 
opportunities, PEAKS results, schoolwide attendance, during and after 
school activities, and learning in the classroom.  The School compact is 
reviewed with parents during the October Parent/Teacher 
Conferences.  A Circle Map and Tree Map of Title I activities and budget 
expenditures are posted at open house, parent meetings, and family 
nights with sticky notes available for comments.  Family input is sought 
through conversations and online and paper surveys.  Parents attend 
Districtwide Title I planning meetings as part of our Title I team.  Parent 
training includes education of district and common grade level 
standards and expectations, behavior and social/emotional protocols, 
and parenting tips and techniques.

Full Implementation 
10/26/2011


